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1. Introduction
Research on multifont, automatic character-recognition machines has been in prog-
ress for ten years. With more than 3000 type fonts in common use (including 300 type-
writer fonts) there is enormous variability in the representation of any character. One
approach to the multifont problem is to augment the recognition algorithms with a con-
textual processor. This method is usually implemented by incorporating linguistic con-
text constraints such as diagram statistics1, 2 or restricting the output to be an element
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JS of a dictionary. 3 - 5 In this approach it is assumed that the given recognition algorithm
is nearly optimum, in the sense that all available information has. been extracted from
the image. There are common situations in which such an approach is completely use-
less, for example, in the recognition of numbers, which have little if any context in the
conventional sense.
Another approach to the multifont problem is to consider all possible representations
6-9
of a character and from these to find the average character or archetype. Work then
proceeds to recognize the archetype as well as possible. This is basically an engineering
approach: averaging to reduce the effects of local variability. Indeed, such an averaging
approach has proved to be quite powerful, for example, in communication theory. Note,
however, that this approach is most powerful when the local values of the variable
parameters are inherently unpredictable.
An alternative approach, which we report here, is based on the assumption that the
variability of characters is due to two sources: the type font to which the character
belongs, and noise. Consider the copies of the English letters shown in Fig. XVII-1.
Clearly, the style of any given letter, say (B), is different in each type font. But within
any one type font certain aspects of the style of (B) are identical to stylistic aspects of
other characters in that font. Compare, for example, the upper and lower corners on
the left side of (B) and (D). While there may be no way of accounting for the various
forms of any one character among type fonts, within a given type font the variations of
each character from its respective archetype evidently follow some implicit design con-
vention. The repetition of stylistic features among characters within a type font will be
termed the stylistic consistency of a font. A framework within which this repetition of
stylistic aspects in a type font can be expressed explicitly may be used subsequently to
augment the recognition algorithms.
2. Stylistic Consistency
For an intuitive feeling of the basis of stylistic consistency, consider a set of char-
acters drawn from a single roman type font. Since it is a roman font, serifs are part
of the stylistic consistency. Furthermore, the shape or design of the serifs is a part.
Of course, not all of a font's style is necessarily carried by serifs: the design of the
strokes composing the characters would also seem to be part of a font's stylistic con-
sistency. Thus, one part of a font's stylistic consistency is a set composed of each serif
and stroke style.
Knowledge of the serif and stroke designs, however, is not enough to describe com-
pletely the roles of serifs and strokes in the stylistic consistency of a given font. For
example, this information does not make it possible to tell whether serifs occur at such
places as the top of an (A) or the lower end of a (C). Another set must be formed which
JS contains the relations between each serif and the stroke to which it is joined.
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JSABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDJEFGHIJK LMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ
ABC D E.F G H I J KLM NOPQR S T U
VWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO PQR ST
VWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJK1MNOPQB
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Fig. XVII-1. Upper-case characters from 8 different type fonts,
depicting the wide variability among fonts.
Formally, stylistic consistency will be defined as those algorithms which take char-
acters as input, and will output the members of two sets, the set of elements and the set
of relations. The set of elements contains two subsets. A suitable description of each
marker forms one subset of the set of elements and we shall refer to it as the set of
serifs. A suitable description of each stroke style forms the other subset and we shall
refer to it as the set of strokes. The set of relations contains the relationships that are
present among serifs and strokes of the characters under consideration.
The task of expressing the stylistic consistency of any machine or hand-printed
character is enormous. Shillman, Kuklinski, and Blesser 1 0 have presented results of
an initial investigation of the stylistic consistency of hand-printed characters. Here we
deal only with machine-printed, upper-case characters composed of two stroke styles
at most, taken from roman or sans-serif families. The set of elements is assumed to
be given because the determination of the elements is basically a question of detection. JS
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JS Hence it can be discussed more appropriately when an implementation is under consider-
ation, rather than as part of a theoretical study such as this. Therefore, the main
emphasis of this work is to develop the members of the set of relations. We found it
convenient to express the required relations implicitly in the form of two main groups
of grammarlike rules. One group, Stroke Style rules, predicts the placement of differ-
ent stroke styles for a given letter. For example, given a "skeleton" letter (A), i. e.,
one with no serifs and with all strokes initially of the same width, the stroke rules pre-
dict the strokes that should be made thicker so that the given (A) would look as though
it belongs to a roman type font. The other group of rules, Serif Placement rules, pre-
dicts the placement of serifs for a given letter. In our example, serif rules predict
where serifs should be added to the skeleton (A) to make it consistent with an (A) from
a roman type font.
3. Stroke Style Rules
The rules for recording which strokes will have a given style are made with refer-
ence to Fig. XVII-2. A useful notion is that of having two sets of orientations; this pro-
vides the flexibility that is needed in dealing with skewed type fonts, as with italic, for
example. The orientations suggested by such large-scale phenomena as the outline of
the page or the run of the type are objective orientations: for example, objective ver-
tical Ov and objective horizontal Oh . The orientations defined by the individual charac-
ters themselves are relative orientations; for example, relative vertical Rv, and relative
horizontal Rh. Lines oriented between Rv and Rh are assigned orientations Rvh or Rhv.
Ov R,
Rhv Rvh Fig. XVII-2.
Orientation conventions for stroke style
S rules. Objective orientations are denoted
R "O"; relative orientations, "R".
Oh
J IFig. XVII-3.
J I Typical straight strokes.
In the rules discussed below the terms "straight" strokes and "curved" strokes refer
to notions broader than those conventionally associated with these terms. A straight
stroke is one to which a single orientation is ascribed. Geometrically straight strokes
readily fulfill this extended notion of straight. This definition also allows strokes such as
JS those shown in Fig. XVII-3 to be included. Curved strokes, then, are strokes that are not
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straight or, equivalently, strokes to which more than one direction can be ascribed. Note JS
that either style of stroke may be either straight or curved.
In an analogous manner, when two distinct styles are required the styles are given
the generic titles of "thick" and "thin." When the stroke styles do indeed come in two
physically different thicknesses the generic titles take on their usual interpretation.
Stroke combinations such as plain/decorated, single/combination will also be assigned
the appropriate thick or thin designation. Any of the stroke styles shown in Fig. XVII-3
may be either thick or thin.
The main stroke style rules are to be applied in the following order.
1. Every letter has at least one thick stroke.
2. Two or more thick strokes never meet.
3. Straight strokes parallel to orientation Rh are always thin.
4 (a). Curved strokes are thin where they are parallel to Rh.
(b). Curved strokes are thick where they are parallel to R .
5 (a). Straight strokes parallel to Rhv are always thick.
(b). Straight strokes parallel to Rvh are thin (unless this violates rule 1, in which
case they are thick).
6. Straight strokes parallel to Rv are thick (unless this violates rule 2, in which case
they are thin).
Figure XVII-4a shows a type font that follows all rules as stated. The type font
shown in Fig. XVII-4b follows all rules with the exception that (U) is not predicated cor-
rectly. A comparison of (U) in Fig. XVII-4a and 4b reveals that the style of (U), which
(, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Thin - Thick - Fig. XVII-4.
Two type fonts, with stroke
(b) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ assignments.
Thin - Thick a
Thick Thick
(Thin Fig. XVII-5.
Two basic forms of upper-case (U).
(a) (b)
is seemingly independent of the style of the remaining characters in the font, appears in
at least two different forms, as shown in Fig. XVII-5. JS
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JS With so much variation in design among type fonts, idiosyncratic deviations of an
individual character in a particular type font are to be expected. To deal with these font-
dependent deviations from the main rules, we introduce another related set of rules,
termed stroke style dialect rules. These dialect rules pertain to specific letters and
when used override the stroke conventions established by the main rules. The stroke
style of a font is thus determined by the stroke style rules and any applicable dialect
rules.
For the fonts studied, three dialect stroke style rules are required.
1. The right vertical stroke of (U) is thin.
2. The basic structure of (S) is ! , with the stroke style in transition regions
(indicated by circles) arbitrary.
3. The basic structure of (Y) is .
4. Marker Placement Rules
Before presenting rules for recording where the members of the marker set occur,
a few conventions, as well as another definition, that of a corner, are required. A cor-
ner is the intersection of a straight stroke end and either another straight stroke end or
a curved stroke end; that is, a corner is exactly two stroke ends coming together, one
of which is straight. Table XVII-1 gives the convention for determining the orientation
of the marker relative to the stroke end to which it is attached. The orientation of a
marker is defined by the orientation of the major axis of an ellipse that circumscribes it.
Table XVII-1. Marker-to-Stroke Orientation Convention.
Stroke Marker
Orientation Orientation
straight R Rh
straight Rh R v
curved R
v
The members of the marker set are primary and secondary. The number of primary
markers is limited to two, slab and bracket serifs, and they are used for virtually all
markers. Usually the slab serif has a simple geometric outline and abuts the stroke
directly. The bracket serif often has rounded or curved edges that form a kind of
bracket with the stroke to which it is attached. As with the stroke terms thick and thin,
the marker terms slab and bracket are adopted as generic titles for the two kinds of pri-
mary markers. Typically, but not necessarily, the design of the primary markers con-
forms to this description.
JS There may be any number of secondary markers, although frequently there are only
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two of these. These secondary markers usually occur only at one place in an entire font. JS
Typically, one location of a secondary serif is the bottom of a (J); another secondary
serif occurs on the bottom right leg of the (R). Should additional secondary markers be
required, they may be added to the marker set, provided that rules appropriate for their
use are added to the set of marker rules.
In some fonts degeneracies may occur where one or more of the distinct markers
listed above takes on the same design. Clearly, this causes no problems with the rules.
Furthermore, the rules have the ability to modify the appearance of a marker. For
example, the most common modification will be the removal of a portion of a marker.
The main serif placement rules are listed as follows.
1. All stroke ends have markers:
(a) strokes parallel to Rh (including curve stroke ends) receive a bracket serif;
(b) strokes parallel to R receive a slab serif.
2. All vertical strokes terminating in a corner receive a slab serif.
3. Markers on the right leg of (R) and the bottom of (J) are secondary.
The dialect serif placement rules are formulated as follows:
1. Markers on horizontal stroke ends (including curve stroke ends) do not extend
beyond the run of the type.
2. Markers on corners composed of one Rhv (Rvh) stroke extend only to the left
(right) of the vertical stroke.
3. Markers on curve stroke ends extend only to the left (where left is determined
by standing on the stroke and facing the end).
4. Markers on all thin strokes are bracket serifs.
5. A marker on the lower end of (C):
(a) extends only to the right;
(b) is not present.
6. For markers on the corners of (N):
(a) the one on the lower right corner is not present;
(b) neither marker is present.
7. There is a secondary marker on the top of (A).
8. There is a secondary marker on the middle corner of (W).
(a) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
(b) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZ
W) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Fig. XVII-6. Three type fonts whose marker rules have been given. JS
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JS For the type font shown in Fig. XVII-6a, in addition to the main rules, dialect rules
1, 2, 3, 5b, and 6a are in effect. In contrast, for the type font shown in Fig. XVII-6b,
only dialect rule 6b is in effect. Finally, for the type font shown in Fig. XVII-6c dialect
rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5b, 6a, and 8 are in effect.
5. Conclusion
It seems apparent that the stylistic consistency of each character in a font relative
to the stylistic expression of the same character in another font offers us more informa-
tion than has previously been used. That the information conveyed by a font's stylistic
consistency will be useful follows from the obvious fact that all characters of any one
word are almost always printed in the same font.
This consistency has interesting implications for the rest of the recognition process.
The feature detection portion of the recognition process is typically preceded by a fixed
mode processor such as a normalization or lowpass filter operator. These preproces-
sors have been reasonably successful when the input is limited to a few type fonts, but
they are not suitable for multifont input. For example, it is entirely possible that the
degree of lowpass filtering that works well for a roman font would completely obscure
the lines of a sans-serif font. The stated aim of preprocessing is to reduce the variabil-
ity with which feature -detection algorithms must deal. In light of the work reported
here, it seems quite reasonable to envision a modifiable preprocessor. One mode of
operation for such a modifiable preprocessor would be to analyze elements of the input
to determine certain aspects of their stylistic consistency. This information would then
be made available to the feature-detection and recognition algorithms. Such a modifiable
preprocessor would be capable of processing each string of characters in a nearly opti-
mum manner. It would provide a means for dealing with a wide variety of variations,
including the subtle variations among type fonts which often prove not to be subtle to the
feature-detection and recognition algorithms.
The work reported here is a digest of a paper, entitled "The Application of Type Font
Analysis to Automatic Character Recognition," which is to be presented at the Second
International Conference on Pattern Recognition, Lyngby -Copenhagen, Denmark,
August 13-15, 1974.
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